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9016-HD HIGH DUMP CART

Massive undercarriageWide Tires Left- or right-hand dump

Primary/secondary cylinder 
elevator raises loads evenly

9016-HD features primary and 
secondary cylinders to raise their 
loads uniformly without need for 

straightening cables and pulleys. With 
this system, the large 5 in. primary and 

4 in. secondary cylinders require less oil. 

Our “big dump cart” is as big as they get. In fact, with a capacity of 40,000 lb. it’s ready for mammoth 
loads. For comparison, our nearest competitor only has a capacity of 30,000 lb. And with the frame on the 
outside, there’s no “ribcage” on the inside to trap materials. The result is a reliable, versatile, high-performing 
powerhouse of dumping.

Ideal for wet fields, the rugged understructure rolls through tough conditions. Pull it alongside a harvester 
when opening and dump when full. This allows the harvester to run at a much more continuous pace, greatly 
reducing the amount of time lost. 

2-Wheel Flotation Tires 
Reduces Downtime
Smooth movement through muddy
field conditions are a breeze with 
flotation tires reducing compaction 
and furrows. 

Rugged all-steel construction

Four large greasable hinges (box to 
elevator) for added strength

Large-capacity hydraulics 
with 5 in. primary and 4 in. 
secondary lift cylinders

High-strength heavy-duty 
construction throughout Heavy-duty running gear 

designed for high-load capacity

Easily converts to left- or 
right-hand dump
A reversible hitch makes it easy to change 
from right-hand to left-hand dump 
as needed to accommodate harvester 
movement. The heavy-duty, height-
adjustable, pivoting 2 in. bull-pull hitch and 
three-position telescoping tongue provide 
stable and smooth transport.

Impressive capacities
The 16-ft. box length has a capacity struck of 930 cu. ft. 
and a rated load capacity of 40,000 lb.

 Reversible hitch for left- or right-side dump

 Axles adjust fore and aft for best weight distribution

 Massive 4.5 in. bolt-in cold rolled spindles with 
heavy duty 10 bolt hubs with studs and nuts

 30.5L – 32 16-ply bias tires

 Swivel hitch clevis adjustable up and down

 A 12,000 lb. crank-style jack

 Optional weigh scale system

Smooth steel box sides reinforced 
with internal bracing

Wide Stance Stability
The high dump cart has a massive 
undercarriage, a wide stance and 
counterweight for maximum stability.



Get your hard work done with Art’s Way — 
contact your nearest dealer today.
(712) 208-8467  I  artsway.com

Want to watch it work? 
See the high dump cart in action by 

scanning the QR code below. 

9016-HD High Dump Cart
Length of box 16 ft. 
Capacity struck 930 cu. ft.
Rated load capacity 40,000 lb.
Lip clearance 7-13 ft.
Pivot height 9-15 ft.
Axle clearance 20 in.

Height (low side)
Height (high side)

11 ft. 
12 ft. 6 in. 

Tread width (centers) 37 in.
Lift cylinders 5 in. and 4 in. primary secondary 
Tilt cylinders 5 in. parallel

Recommended min. flow 
Dump cycle time @ 15 gpm
Dump cycle time @ 20 gpm

15 gmp
Approx. 90 seconds
Approx. 20 seconds 

Tongue weight % 8-11%

Sideways reach
Lowest height > 16 in. 
Highest height > 42 in.

(outside edge of tire to lip)

Dump Right- or left-hand
Axle placement 4 positions
Wheels 10 bolt 
Spindles 4-1 /2 inch bolt-in cold rolled
Tires 30.5L-32 16 ply flotation
Hitch Swivel (adjusts up and down)
Jack 12,000 lb. 2-speed crank 
Scale system Optional weighbar package with Digistar 640XL indicator
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Art said it best: “When it’s time 
to take a major dump, do it quick 
and get back to work.”
Art’s Way: How Work 

Gets Done.


